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In psychology more perhaps than in any other biological science an 
accurate descriptic,n of the phenomena to be studied is important as an 
introductory phase: of ike investigation. When this descriptive analysis is 
neglected, esse~'Xial diflerences between phenomena may be overlooked 
and significant w,.riables may remain unexplored. Therefore, I intend to 
introduce my sub.!ect with a theoretical description of the future time per- 
spective as it is ~:'elated to learning and to human molivation. "This de- 
scription will prc, v~de us with the general framework of two researcb 
programs which are presently conducted in our laboratory at l,ouvain 
and on which I would like to report briefly. Fiaally, I intend to outlinc 
some broader hypotheses which have developed c.nt of t~lis research and 
which are related to beha',,ior theory in general. 

I 

A. 'I-JlE FUTURE; TI~,'E }:E~59EC'TIVE AND LEARNING 

A simple ana!6'sis c,f ht~man behavior calls attentic,n to the fact that 
man, ,J his dealing wi~h a given situation, is usually directed toward 
som~thing which is not yef there, something which i~ still to come, soraething 
diffl;re~t, even something new. ~or instance, the student preparing for his 
exal.ninations, thte vacationist exploring new places, the mason engaged 
in building a heuse, the scientist performing experiments or simNy reading 
a book~ are all oriented towards something ahead, something that the)' 
are looking for: their behavior i:' "future-bound?'  

Time and space have always been considered the basic dimensions of 
the framework in which the behavioral as well as all other events develop. 
But with regard to time, one pole of the temporal continuum --- namely. 
the dimension of the past --- seems to have beers favored almost exclu- 
sively in the e×l:~erimental study of behavior. The /uture time perspective, 
by contrast, is cor~sidered to be of much less scientific value. And it is 
easy to understand why. Events, of course, are caused by what is called 
"preceding condit ions")  f h e  future, on the contrary, is related to finality. 

Instead of "preceding conditions" it would be better to say "the present 
situation in whRh ~he event happens" (Lewin, 1, p. 48, n. 3). 

60 
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Arid terms t~uch as f in~ity or teleo[oLy sound quite out of place in the 
vocabulary of experimental science. C~ne usually forgets that the future is 
cognitivcly Fresent in the behaving s~,o~ect. 

Learning theory is the best illustration of this preference for explaining 
behavior as a function of the pa~t: according to the theory, what the 
organism is doing at ~he present moment has been built up progressively 
on the ba~ds of previous experiences and ieaetions. 

One cannot help nai~e~y expressing his astonishment at the fact that 
man's behavior, which i~i so strongly characterized by a restless striving 
towards something new in the furore, is now to be explained entirely or 
mainly as a function of what he has previously done.'-' 

This strange conceptiotl can be understood if we realize that an im- 
portant distinction has often been overlooked, namely, tiae distinction 
between behavior in the sense of what i am really doing and behavior in 
the sense of how I r e a c  i.e., the pathways which I am following or the 
behavioral techniques which I am using. Learning theory has been more 
succc:,;sful in explaining how I react than predicting wh~t I am really 
doing. It explains, for instance, the acquisition of my writing and speakip, d 
"'techniques", rathcr than the fact that I am now trying to present a paper 
to an international congress. It easier explains how I acquire the technique 
of driving a car than the fact that I intend to drive to the Deep South 
at the end of this meeting. If instead of driving to the South i finally 
decided to go by raih'oad, nothing would be altered in what I really do. 
although the learned behavim" patterns, which I put into action wotlld now 
be almost completely different. As long as my behavior consists in 1earning 
to drive a car, I can say that what I do is just driving or trying to drive: 
but what I now intend to do at the end of this meeting is not adequately 
expressed by saying that l will be driving a car; I should rather say that I 
am going to the Deep South. That is precisely the reason why going either 
by car or by railroad does not make any substantial difference in what 

am doing. 
in lower organisms the distinetio;~ which we have just made between 

"'what one is doing" and the "techniques" of one's behavior is of lesser 
importance. In fact, the behavior of these organisms consists precisely in 
exhibiting a iimited tmmber of learned or inborn reaction patterns in order 
to reach some essentially unchanging objects which are related to auto- 
matically recurring needs. Therefore, their behavior is sufficiently explained 
as an activation of  these behavioral techniques which were acquired in the 
past. This explains why the time dimension of the past has played such a 

:2 Compare also Fre-.d'~ position w~th regard to man's tendency towards pro- 
gress (5, p. 42). 
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disproportionate role in the study of behavior in general, and why the im- 
portant variabie of the future has been unsciertifically disregarded. 

During the past several years, however, the time dimension of the future 
has come increasingly into the foreground, due to the fact that the taboo 
on cognitive facto:~:'s has been progressively abolished. The notions of 
a~,ticipation and e&t~ectancy !have become familiar to most psychologists. 
But I would like to emphasize the fact that the outlook on the future, 
which is implicit in these riot:ions, is still currently interpreted as a conse- 
quence of experiences in the past. The prototype for this view is, of course, 
the classical conditioning experiment in ~hich the repetition of the con- 
ditioned stimulus seems to become a signal for something else to come. 
'Fhe animal is anti!cipath~g food because in a previous experience the 
stimulus was follo~ed by good. Therefore anticipation, or the outlook on 
the, future, is seen a~; nothirtg else but the effect of a previously experienced 
sequence of events which is now merely being repeated. 

My question then is: Cart 'the outlook on the future be explained as the 
effect of conditioning or learning in the past? 

The learning concept of tl~e future may be a sufficient explanation of 
the fact that in a given situation one is usually expecting or anticipating 
a concrete object. But a closer analysis shows us that conditioning itself 
=dready presupposes a certain forward orientation in the organism. In fact, 
it, is only under certain well defined conditions of dynarr,c orientation 
it: the organism that a stimulus will become a signal for something else. 
I',f the unconditioned sti,'l~.ulns (the food) were to be given first, so that the 
dynamic "looking forward" disappe~xs, no signal function could be 
establi-;hed at this ,~lem~,,v:aiy level of behavior. Therefore. conditioned 
anticipation implies a more primary, dynamic orientation tow}zrd "'somethi~g 
to como': (i.e. towa~rd the fi.~ture). More generally speaking, amicipation 
cannot be conceived of as it:st the learned result of a previot~s experience 
or reac'tion. In fact, repez:ting a learned sequence of stimetli should by itself 
evoke, only the same or analogous reactions as in 'the past. The orientation 
towards the future c.annot be created simply b~; recollecting or re-eliciting 
a sequence of events as they had been presented in the pa.,~t. In other words. 
anticipating the actual future is something other than evoking an assockttion 
of an event with another event in the past. 

I su;~rgest then that anticipation or the behavioral outlook or~ the future 
car.not be conceived of as an effect of learning or conditioning as such. 
O[a ;:he contrary, the presentation of a seqtenee of stimuli creates antici- 
pation only if a certail~ form of looking ahead is already ther.'. 

As .to the origin of thh elementary form of orientation towart! the f.~tt~re, 
it is our hypothesis that the need situation of the organism is ~t the basis 
of this future time dimension in behavior. In fact, the need experience 
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implies a dynamic  relationship to~ ard sometking absent. The psychological 
future seems to consis;, primarily ,_ i . dynamic orientat ion toward something 
which is not  yet there, a Th~s means tha¢ the object that we need is not 
just "absent".  fly the very fact that we need it, we arc wlguely oriented 
toward it: it should be present but it is not yet her , .  The concrete object 
we need may even be unknown,  but the behavioral need itself is a situation 
of "'looking outward" toward "something" to come, On the other hun_l, the 
actual contact  with the satisfying object seems to enclose the orgaldsm 
in the t ime dimension of ~ e  present as Fraisse (4) and others have shown. 

I therefore conclude: the psychological future is not just a learning effect 
of the past; it is essentially related to motivation. On the beha, ;oral  tevel 
:he object needed is something to come to reach or to achieve, and this 
constitutes the behaviorai future. Thus, the future is the time quality of 
the goal object: the future is our  pr imary "motivational space". 

l~. THE FU~'URE TIME PERSPECI'IVE AND MO'IHVATION: NEEDS AND PLANS 

If it is title that  the iuturc time pm~spe~;tive is primarily related to 
motivation, how should we explain that this outlool~ on the future is so 
elaborate in men, while it remains so extremely limited in all other animals 
as many experiments  on delayed response for in:~t3~o_- have sh,,~vn? 

The behavioral  future e.s crea~ed by need is nog, ing more than a v::gue 
orientation. Tile further  structuralization of the it:tore is due to more 
elaborate cognitive functions. This creation of a deeper time perspective is 
related to the fact that need:, dcve!op in lr~en in numerous me;m,.-et)d 
structures which constitute our  behavioral plans, our 1or~g-term pr,ojee':s, 
and the task:~ we assign to ourselves. Thus, the futt~re time perspective in 
man is tcla~ed to ~he cogMtive elaboration of nee.~s in plans, intentions, 

and tasks which have a more or less elaborate temporal  structure. 
The outlitte of such a temporal  structure, f:o take one examplt:, nught 

be as follows: t~ext month a man foresees he will ~ose his job, and *ince 
his wife is expecting a bah )  five mvnths /rom now, he is anxious ~.c; get 
a new job as soon as possible; therefore he will go to another city next 

w~m!; to see an old friend who may be able to give him advice. He shotffd 

not forget lonight to ask his wife to buy a new shirt before he goes to tt:e 
city, etc. ] 'he  plan to go to the city and to see his friend is motivated 
ultimately by a cognitivcly elaborated need to earn a living for himself 

and for the people with whom he identifies himself. This is the concre{e 
way in which needs exist and ar t  in human  behavior. Few activi t ies--at  
least in our  cu l tu re - - a re  motivated by hunger  as such, but the requirement 

a This behavioral orientation in the newborn infant has been described by 
J. Piaget (I5~ p. 325-326). 
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that a man "earn his living'" is precisely a "need" converted into a rask. 
This is the concrete way in which tile need for food actually exists and 
activates a large part of his behavior. This task then develops in concrete 
plans o r  projects of action, according to the particular pattern of  behavioral 
relationships wish persons and situations in which a man is involved. In 
any case, the need develops in a complicated means-end structure in which 
a definite future time persr, ective is present. The same can be said about 
the ~,~exual need and its relatin~ ~o a man's plans to get married, to da~e a 
girl, to gain her affection, and so on. This is even more so with regard to 
the specific human needs. 

l do not intend at this point to go into the ~eneral sub iect of the develop- 
ment of needs as a func~tion of the interact on beween motivational and 
cognitive processes in manA It ~ a y  be suff_eient to summarize our con- 
ception in the following way. If we look at motivation from a behavioral 
point of view, needs can be considered general and meaningful patterns 
of  behavioral relationships which an or ;anism seeks to establish or to 
maintain with its woH& The reason why this general set of  behavioral 
re;ationships is called "r,e,~_:~.is" lies in the fact that one or another kind of 
malfunctioning, di~pleasu:re or failure is elicited when an organism does 
not succeed in establishing or  maintaining one of these types of  relation- 
ships. For  example, a psycho-physiological malfunctioning seems ~o follow 
whe.n certain kinds of  behavioral relationships between mother and child 
cannot be establi,.~hed or maintained during a certain period of life. Thus, 
this get,oral type of  behavior p~ttern is called a need° This means that 
the well-functioning organism of a child is constituted by a dyn,~:nic 
structure or a network of behavioral relationships which includes this 
type of mother-child interaction. ,~ 

This conception of  needs as general types of behavioral interaction pat- 
terns C'needed" for the ~;ood functioning of the organism) is based on a 
more ger~eral view in which ~he living organism is conceived of as an active 
insertion ir~ the environr~ent. Different organisms are different ways of 
being acl;vely inserted in the biochemical and soci~i environment. In other 
words, tl'~e living organisn~ and iits world are see:~ as one fimctional unit 
constiLtut,~d by a networl~: of  biological and behavioral interactions, q'his 
insertion of the organisr.,~_ in its world is primarily a structural one: the 
ii~sertion becomes functional on the psychological level by actual behavior. 

I had the opportunity to elaborate on this subject ir~ several publications. 
See, for instance (14). 

• ~ I conceive of needs not only as states of deficiency, rhe  fundamental sta, c- 
ture of a need is something permanent in man, and several activities are elicited 
or maintained in order to ~void that the state of deficiency corresponding to this 
r~eed actually comes into e::dstence. 
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In fact, behavior & the active way m which the organism actualizes this 
potential insertion. "/'he dynamics of thi,o behavioral in~eraction lie ultimately 
in the fact of  living itself. Thus, motivation 9.nd needs are ultimately to be 
conceived of as the dynamic a.~Fect of the interaction pattern which 
constitutes the organism as a / u n c  ~ :c-,al uoit with the environment. In other 
words, the organism is st~+cing in a variety of ways for certain kinds of 
relationships because its functicmal structure itself is constituted by these 
modes of interaction. These interactions are striven for b~r the individual 
in the same way as biologicaI regu!atio~a mechani~m~s are elicited in the 
organism in order to maintain its biochemical "identity" or homeostasis, 
i.e. by the fact of  living itself. 

As to each c o n c r e t e  motivation and each c o n c r e t e  beha'..,ioral plan, we 
should consider them as specific means-end structures whic;.1 develop from 
these general needs as just described. 

This, then, is the theoretical background on which, in nay opinion, the 
future time perspective must be studied, namely within the framework of 
the elaborate means-end structures in which needs develop in p_lan. In fact, 
as has been shown, these means-er, d structures are precisely the tasks, the 
intentions and the behavioral pla',~s or projects in which the cognitive]!,' 
elaborated needs manifest tlzemselves. 

C. ] 'lie DYNAMIC PROPEItrIES o~ ~ PLANS 

As we all know. tile rel:~tio,lship between cognitive and motivational 
aspects of behavior is a much discussed topic today. In a very stimulating 
book, Miller, Galanter and Pribram (7) have recently tried to conceive of 
Plans of action "without reference to motivating factors", as they put it. 
Their  position is characterized by what they call a "renunciation of the 
dynamic properties of plans'" (p. 64). This "'renunciation", however, seems 
to be the result of  the very model which they have in mind. Their model 
is not inspired by the behaving person but by a particular product of human 
behavior and motivation, namely, the computer. The computer, of course, 
has been endowed by man with many of his own behavioral processes but 
obviously not with all. Man was not able to transfer to the computer his 
own motivations but only the processes to which I have referred above 
as the "techniques" of behavior. We should not be surprised, therefore, 
that in their interesting effort to as~,i:nilate behavioral plans to the "pro- 
grams" given to a computer, these authors could easily renounce ~.he 
dynamic properties of human plans. Iv. making such a program and giving 
it to the computer, man hhnself is motivated, btnt the computer's "execution'" 
of the program is carried out according to inbuilt behavioral "techniques" 
and does not imply motivational processes. The true reason why these 
authors exclude the concept of motivation from their notion of P l an~ i s  
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that  the), overlook She eognitivel~f e laborated means-end structures in which 

motivations develop. More  specifically, they do not  take into account  that 
most of the objects for  which a m an  is striving are in fact  means-objects.  
Miller. Galan te r  and  P.dbram are r ight  in salying that  "the dynamic  "motor" 
that  pushes our  behavior  along its p lanned  grooves is not located in our  
intentions or our  Plaits, or our  decisions to execute Plans" (p. 64), but they 

fail to see tha t  interitions and plans are means-end structures which 

participate in the motivatior~ towards the goal-object. I agree that ,  as they 
put  it, the dynamic  motor  is "located in the na ture  o.~! life itself" but il: 
the dense just mentioned,  namely that  m o t i w t i o n  is the dynarmc aspect of 
the behv.vioral interactions whi.ch are essential to the funct ional  network 
ik,,eff which constitutes the living unit. 

The same authors define a Plan  as "any hierarchical  process in the 
organism that  can control  the order  in which a sequence of operatkms is 
to ~e per formed"  ~,p. 16). i t  is evident,  however,  that  this order  in a 
sequence of operations is depending upon the end or  goal-object to be 
attained. The sequence of operat ions is nothing else but  the means-end 
strvc~z~re of one or another  motivation,  and therefore the Plan as ~uch is to 
be c:onsidered the cognitive elaboration o/ the motiw'. There  is, of course, 

s(m;e va~ue in distinguishing between the dynamic  imi:,ulse and the cognitive 
process by which concrete objects are recognized ~',s leading towards a 
goat-object. But  the very fat', ~hat the means-object  is really " in tended"  
(~nd not  just cognitively perceived as an  efficient means)  is due to the 
dyr~z,m,.'c process by which the subject is striving for the goal-object. In other  
words, there is an impor tan t  distinction to be made b~tween a plan of action 
dr~Jwn up for me by an advise:r and the plan whi -h  i am following in 
acttml behavior. The  plan of the adviser is a purely co~,nitive or  technical 
map, while the plan followed by a person in actual behavior  is the ful- 
fillment c.f a task or a project  and therefore  dynamic.  The motivat ing 

factors are working i~ and through this plan. ~ 

It is iqteresting to follow the reasoning cf Mi~,ler, Galanter and Pribram (8) 
with regard to the d~stinction between intention at:J motivation. Following the 
e:~ampte given by these authors (p. 61), let us suppose that Jones hires Smith to 
k~ll Brown. Smith commits the murder hut from the. viewpoint of the motives, 
:l~e ~ta~hors ,,ay, Smith would not be guilty because he was not motivate# to mur- 
der', he had the intention to murder but he was only motivated te earn money 
which is a commendable motive. The man motivated to murder was Jonts, and 
thcr~,,f~re he is guilty.---Leaving aside the opinion of criminal lawyers in such a 
ca~e, we can say that Jones also was probably not motivated to murder as to a 
l::oat-object. Very few people are. He was perhaps motivated to succeed to Brown 
in his office or to marry a woman who happens to b~ Brown's w~fe. and so on. 
At~ the~;e motives are commendable to ~he same extent :as the motive to earn 
money is. 
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F r o m  our  theoret ical  descr ip t ior  :t appears  that the futu:e  t ime per- 

spect ive is to be s tudied in the  f r amework  of  the plans,  intent ioes,  wishes, 

s.trivings, and  tasks in which  behaviora l  needs  develop in man.  At ~his point ,  

t would  like to summar ize  some  o f  the p rob lems  and f indings o f  our  
research in this field. 

A. "[ttE TEMPORAL LOCATION OF MOTIVATIONAL OBJECTS 

With  a g roup  o f  col labora tors  f rom di f ferent  countr ies  we are investi- 

gat ing the  dep th  o f  t ime perspect ive  in which  the mot ivat ional  objects  o f  

men are located.  This  research  is going on with subjects  o f  d i f ferent  age, 

se:,, and  cul tural  background  in various European  countr ies ,  and  also in 

Canada .  India,  Fo rmosa ,  and  the Congo.  F r o m  each  subject  we try to get  
a sample  o f  the things for  wh ich  he is actually wishing, hoping  or  working.  

l h i s  is done  wi th  an adapta t ion  o f  the me thod  of  sentence  complet ion.  

Noth ing  wi th  regard to t ime perspect ive  is suggested to the subj~cts; they 

are s imply asked to comple te - - -as  appl ied to themselves  and with comple te  

l hus ,  Jones and Smith are both motivated to murder as to a means-object. The 
way. ha~ever,  in which one is motivated towards the means-object takes different 
forms, 3ones" ambition to get Brown's job or the love of Brown's wife may create 
a hatred towards Brown himself. In that case murdering Brown is still a means- 
object, but the main motivation (love or ambition) has communicated a large 
amount of  nffective value to the means-object as such. While in the ca;e of 
Y, mith, Brown is a neutral object and the intention to murder Mm is a rather 
;ational canMizatio~ of motivation towards this means-object  Thus. the valence 
of ~be means-object may differ from one case to another cepeading upon ill- 
defined conditions which regulate the transfer of affective value from the goal- 
object to the means-object. I?~ut this transfer or absence of transfer of affective 
val~ae does not alternate the general nature of the means-end s~rv.cture itself. In all 
cases "'inte~ding'" the means-object is the concrete way in which the subject strives 
for ~he goabobject, His motivated behavior is directed toward:, ~he means-object 
;ts tt~wards an intermedizm step. 

From tl~e psychological poiwt of view, one must say that most of the object- 
for which man is slriving are means-objects in one way or another. There is no 
use in restricting motivation ,,o the goal obSect as stzch. The means-object may be 
neutrM or even repellent in itself but as a means it activates and directs behavior. 
Thi, is t~e way in which most students are motivated to study and to pass exami- 
nations, others to earn money, etc. Failing to reach the means.object may be as 
disappointing as failing Io obtain the goal. especially if no other mcans-objec~ 
i.~ ax at|able; and the striving for the means may be as determined as the striving 
f~," ~he goat itself. 
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sinc~vrity---40 phrases beginning for instance as follows: i really want . . . .  
I w~sh . . . .  I am trying to .. . . .  I would like . . . .  etc. Each beginning of a 
sent,~nce is printed on a pag,.~, and the 40 pages together make a small 
booklet. Anonymity  is maintained so that complete sincerity can be ex- 
pected from the subje,zts. A slightly adapted method is used with illiterate 
subj,~cts. 

In the first stage of our res,~arch we are investigating only the conscious 
motives of our subjects. We realize the lirritations of such an enquiry, but 
we are convinced that com;cious motivation may be as important as 
phantasfes and dreams hi the study of normal behavior (2; 13, p. 169). 

A method has been worked out for analyzing first the content of this 
ma*:erial and second ~he time perspective in which each content or object 
of motivation is located. My only purpose now is to describe, without 
going into any detail, some of ehe tentative results we have obtained. 

1) A first interesting point to be mentioned is the fact that practically 
all motivational objects are located in the fl2ture and extremely few in the 
past. We ;:ousider an object as located in the past not only when the sub- 
ject irrealistically desires the past to come back but each time a reference 
to the pas.t is included in hi~ aspirations: for instance, the desire to enjoy 
as much liberty as in earlier days, to be as healthy as one year a~o, etc. 
It  is striking that even in our subjects of ages between 65 and 80 years 
these explicit or ev,zn implicit references to the past are very rare (4.6 per 
cent of the wishes expressed by our oldest subjects, against about l per 
cent in ~roung adults and 0 per cent in high school students). Our oldest 
subjects are more concerned with ttfings situated years ahead and even 
located after their dearth than with their past. We have also data related 
to what they fear, wha't they regret, etc. It will be interesting to see if they 
regret, for instance, that they will not be able to go to visit their children 
next week, rather than not  having done such and such in the past, etc. 
Unfortnnately we have not yet finished the analysis of the data on this 
last point. 

2) As to the different periods of time in which the motivational objects 
or goals are located, let us look for a moment  at a graphic representation 
of the future time perspective of our  subjects. 

On the left side of Fig. 1 the total temporal continuum is represented 
in which the sample of Z~0 motivations expressed by each subject are 
located. The different steps are based on the empirical data as found in 
our research. 'i hey follow very closely the main articulations of time as 
found in social life. Omitting ~ e  more detailed differentiations, the main 
steps can be described as follows: 
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Fig. t. l.ocation of motivational objects in different life-time |~eriods. 
Subjects: First year university students. (Thickness of biocks is proportional to 
number of motivations located in each period.) 

a, Fhe near future is divided up in the to!towing steps: 

T ~ the present activity 
D ~ today 
W ~- one or two weeks from now 
M = one or a few months  f rom now 

Y ~ this year 
Y-~  = between one and two years f rom now 

b, "L'hcn follows the main phase of life in ",~hich the subject finds himself 
according to his own age. Let us take *h~," example of a college student. 
His phase of life is called here the ~f¢h~catim~al Period (E). Objects 
loea~ed fur ther  than the "one to two year" period but within the limits 
of  the university education period are *.o be found in E. Then follows 
the adult  period (A) which we consid.,r to begin with married life or 
with professional work (or other equva len t  criteria according to the 
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cultural group). This long period is divided into A: and A~ on the basis 
that some objects of motivation are related to the beginning phase or 
the first half of professional and married life, while others are clearly 
related to the period of maturity (A~). 
The old age period (O) is supposed to begin with the age of retirement 
(or one or other equivalent: eriterium according to the cultural group). 
In each of these main phases several smaller steps have been introduced 
on the basLs of the ernpirical fkndings, but they are not mentioned here. 

c. Motivations concerning events following the individual's death are 
located in the X-period (e.g. "that my children may be such and such 
after my death"). 

d. Some motivaticms are explicitly related 'to the subject's lifetime as a 
whole. The.',' are indicated at the left side of the white colunm in the 
center of the diagram. Some motivations (concerning the self-concept. 
for instance) have no definite temporal location (for example: I wish 
to be considered a capable person; I hope to stay in good heMth, etc.). 
They are here represented by the dotted space in the left part of the 
diagram, while motivations concerning supra-individual goals, such a., 
world-peace for instance, are indicated by a dotted column in front of 
the X-period. 

Looking at Fig. 1, we see that a relatively large amount of motivational 
objects is located at the end of the one year period (the upper section of 
lhe Y-period). Still more motivations, however, are sit~,ated in the E-period 
(including the "between one and two year" section) which means the phase 
of life in which the subjects find themselves at the moment (university life 
as a whole or beyond the one year period). The largest amount of 
mot:vatior~s is concerned with the very beginning of the adult period (the 
aeetion at the bottom cf the A:-period). A certain number of goal-objects 
is related io the A.period as .'~. whole (i.e. professional or married life as a 
whole), while others are si*u,~ted in the A2-period alone (see the thin 
column al the right of the long A-block). 

Fig. 2 represents similar data for a group of 45 older people 123 m~'n 
and 22 women between the ages of 65 and 84). A significantly higher 
number of motivations is located here in the first month period. The main 
concern is with the life phase in which the subjects find themselves (old 
age) ~:,ith an emphasis on the period called "the end of life" (the upper 
section of the O-period). A significantly higher amount of motivations is to 
be found a~so in the period after death (at the bottom of the X-period). 
The large =~,rober of aspirations in the dotted space at the left of the 
dh.~gram indicate go~l-objects related to personality traits (most of them 
arc concerned with physical health and well-being), while very few ex- 
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Fig. 2. Location of motivalional objects in different life-time periods. 
Subjects: Men and ~omen between 65 and 84 years of age. 

plicitty cover tile lifetime as a whole (see the thin black colunm at the 
right side of the dotted quadrangle). 

We are :omparing at the moment  the motivational time perspective of 
many groups of age, sex, education, etc., in different countries. More 
specific hypotheses about  the factors invol.,'ed in this motivational time 
perspective are elabortaed on the Lasis of these comparative data. To give 
one example, I will compare  now the data ohtained with three smal r. zGe 
t-roups of people in the sa~ le profession in th,: same country (cf. Table :1. 

TABLE 1 
Temporal distribution of motivational objects in three 

different age groups. 

Tim,,~ periods 
18--20 _, °3 ---.'% 30--- 35 

-\ 1 5 - - ]  2:{ 30 

! 2.t 

9 _ _  4 2 - -  A1 

E 

y ]_43 

32 I D 3 ~  

.45 -45 

8 ~  
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Group 1 of Table t is composed of college students between 18 and 
20 years of age. 

The subjects of Gxoap 1t have just finished their university studies and 
are beginning their professional c.i~reers; this i~ also the period in which 
most of them get marrie~l (age 23..25). 

Group l l i  is about 10 years oMer, but is still in the ascendant phase 
of their career and family life (30-35 3ears of age). 

Ai!l three groups are equivalent with regard to social level and profes- 
~,ional field (psychology). 

The striking fact as shown in Table 1 can be summarized as follows: 

1. ,411 three groups have a roughly equal proportion of their aspirations 
located in the li£e phase in which they find themselves. This phase is 
the Educational period (E) for' Group .~!, and the first half of the Adult 
period (A~) for Groups II arm III. (Fhe proportions are respectively: 
43, 45 and 45 per cent). 

2. No~twithsLanding this strik::ng ~;imilarity, we find a significant difference 
in the im.~er distrib~tion of the aspirations in this period, A large pro- 
portion of the students' aspirations is located in the first one-year 
period, while this is not the case either in Group lI or in Group ili. 
'Ihus, Group,,~ I and iI are close to eacL other wffh regard to their age, 
but they diff,~r strikingly" in the amount of motiw~tions in the first one- 
year period, while Group II shows a similar s~ructure as Group Ill 
which is more distant in age. 

From an analysis o:[ the. data it appears that the students' motivations 
ere more related to tasks and events, such as examinations, vacations, 
~'eek-ends, etc., which are situated within a one-year stn~cture On the 
t)ther hand, the tasks, plans, and aspirations of people engaged in building 
up a career or a family-life are not so much embedded in that close tem- 
poral structure and go beyond the one-year period (at least it, the culture 
in~testigated here, i.e. Coratinemal Europe). 

Thi:; points to the idea--which is proposed here as a woraing hypothesis 
- - that  the depth of the future time perspective in human n~otivation is not 
pz"imarily related to age and to differences in age as such, but rather to 
the nature of the behavioral plans and tasks and to the social structure in 
which these plans and tasks are embedded. This hypothesis is tested at the 
moment by comparing the time perspective of men beginning their military 
service with subjects of the s~me age starting a professional career (1 l). 

A few other comparative data can be formulated as follows: 
As to the aspirations located within the one-week period, junior high 

school students (I4 years of age) have a significantly higher proportior~ 
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of such aspirations as eompareu  ,,, the three older groups just mentioned. 
In a .group of adult  people in India we found a significantly higher 

proport ion of motivations within the one-week period for uneducated sub- 
jects as compared to educated Fersons (10). 

Systematic relationships were found also between the depth of the future 
t ime perspective and the content or the nature of the aspirations. 

These are only tentative conclusions of a research project which, as I 
already said, is stitl in its begienings. 

B. THE LEARNING EFFECT OF REWARD IN " O P E N "  AND 1N "CI.OSED '~ TASKS 

In a second research program we have approached the future time 
perspective in a more experimental  way. Time perspective, as mentioned 
before, is best manifested in tile behavmral  plans, the long term projects 
and tasks in which h u m a n  molivation develops. Our  purpose here is to see 
if the future time perspective ~s expressed in an experimental task influen- 
ces human  learning. 

With regard to ~,his time pc;sportive wc should distinguish between Iv, t, 
kinds of tasks. Some experimental  tasks are accomplished by giving only 
one response to a situation or stimulus, while other tasks remain unac- 
complished after this first response becao, se they have a further  goal: 
something remains to be done:: the response given is only a first step. 

The first type of tasks might be described by the foliowing experiment: 
[ tell the subjects that  1 am conducting an experiment to test their sense 

of realistic evahmtion. I would like to know to what  extent they are able 
to estimate, for instance, the approximate number  of ears on a parking 
place, the number  of houses in a block between two streets, etc. Each 
subject then is presented with a series of slides successively projected on a 
sereep,. Each slide brings on the screen a viex~ representiag a group of the 
objects just mentioned: cars on a parking place, an avenue with trees, a 
flock of sheep, etc. The instructor says: "1 want you to estimate by one 
glance at the screen 0;¢ see.), the approximate number  of objects you see 
in front  of you, Each time your answer is as good or better as the ave:cage 
of a group of your fellows previously tested, I will tell you that your answer 
is Right or Good. I will say Wrong each time when your response is not 
as good an approximatiop, as the average estimation of your fellows". 

In this type of experiment  the subject is convinced that his task with 
regard to each situation projected on the screen is finished when he has 
given his response to it. tn other words, according to the instruction given, 
no [urther task remain,~" to he accomplMwd 53' the subject with regard to 

each of these scenes. 
We will now compare  with this first type of task a second one which is 

best exemplified by an ordinary verbal learning task of the Thorndike type. 
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Suppose the subject has to learn for a xeries of letters the corresponding 
digit for each letter. It is understo,~d that in order to do so tile subject, has 
to repeat several times the whole :i;eries; and after each response he is told 
by the experimenter if hi'~ response is Right or Wrong. 77he important point 
here is the fact that the sub)ect's task, with regard t(;, each situation (ol 
stimulus word), is not :finished by giving his respon.se during the first 
presentation of the series. In fact, according to the task created in the 
,.mbject by the instructions, the whole series of stimuli has to come back 
.again and again, and the real task consists in giving more and more right 

responses t~ the stimuli in the course of the subsequent repetitions. 

The essential difference between the two types of experiments tics in the 

fact that i~ the first one (the estimation task), the subject's task with regard 
to each item is finished after he has given his estimation. 1 therefore call 

it a closed task; while in the second type, i.e., in the ordinary learning 

experiment:, the subject does not finish his task by giving a right or wr~ag 

re~.ponse ~o each of the stimuli: ~he task with regard to each item goes 

on as long as ~he series is pot completely learned. 1 therefore call it an 
open task. 

From the viewpoint of the future time perspective, the difference bet~een 
the two experiments is striking and essential. In the closed t~Lsk experiment 

no further time perspective is attached to each item, sir.,ce it is not expected 

ever to come back again  In these circumstances, the "reward" or "'punish- 

men, t" gieen b) the experimenlLer concerns only a prL, t event, namely the 
~e,~ponsc as jusL given b) the 5ubj~:et. In the open task experiment, on the 

:;ontrary, ~ach stimulus-word, each response giver~, and each reward or 

punishment received i:s to be considered in the future time perspective of 

~ further task which remains to be accomplished by the subject with 
~-'egard to each item. Therefore, the ~ight or Wrong as pronounced by the 

experimenter does no't only mean "~ reward or  a punishment for a past 

response, it also has a differential meaning for the ,~ubject in the frame- 

work of 17~is /uture ta~;k: it endows the response with information as to its 

~,'~efulne:~s in the accomplishment of that further task. 

Generally it has been assumed, as we all knox,, that reward by itsel/ 

:~trengthens the connections. Our problem here is to exanaine whether in 

this kind of e×periment with bumzns this special learning effect of reward 
is due to the reward as such, or  if it is dependent upon the fact that a 

further task is to be accomplished with regard to the same stimulus or 

situation. In other word~,, does the presence and the absence of a future 

time perspective have an influence on the learning process? To put it in 

traditional tel-ms: does reward equally strengthen the S-R connections in 
ctesed as it does in open task experiments? If not, we must account for an 
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impor tan t  new variable in the process by which reward iniluences human 
learning and behavior. 

It xvc try to fornlalate our problem in terms of need reduction, one can 
say thai ill the closed-task experimem the task tension with regard to each 
item is completely reduced by giving the right response. On the conirary, 
in tile open-task or learning expe r inen t  the rewarded response onl? partiall)  
reduces the task tension with regard to each item. As has been sheerly, the 
task and the task tension persists in the frame of the future time per~gective 
of a fur ther  task to be accomplished concerning the same item. Our 
hypothesis, then, is as follows: the very fact that the task tension persists 
with regard to an item entails some change in the nature and the effect 
of ~he reward, In other  words, reward will n,~t have the same differential 
effect in closed°task experiments where no task tension persists as in open- 

task experiments,  
'l 'his differential  effect will be measure~t here by the percentages of the 

rewarded and punished responses which the subjects are able to repeat ~hen  
the stimuli are presented again. This will be done at the end of the closed- 
task experiment and after the first trial of the opert-task experiment. In 
this w;;y we will be able to ascertain the influence of need petwi.vtetlce 
versus need reduction. 

Numerous  experiments with the two type~ of tasks h~ve been carried 
out  wit;a different groups of  subjects. Only the most gene:al result will be 
ment ioned here which can be summarized as follows. ~ 

in ttl, e experiments with open task there is a significant difference ,n 
favor of the rewarded responses, while in the clnsed-task experiments, i.e., 
tile experiments withont  a future time perspective beyond each response 
given, no systematic difference is found between rewarded and pt 'nished 

rcsp 3uses. 
In addition to the percentages of correct re?etit ;ons of rewarded and 

punished responses we also calculated the number  of subjects who repeat 
better the rewarded responses and tho~e who reproduce better  the punished 
ones. Here also we did not find any significant difference in favor c~f the 
rewarded responses in closed-task experiments. In ad,'lts there is even 
a non-significant difference in favor of tile pt.lished responses: a 'n:o. t  
45% of the adult subjects reproduce better the pcnished responses, where; s 

40% reproduce better the ~ewarded ones: 15c2 have :m equal number  cf 

both. s 
Fig. 3 indicates the number  of subjects who re,  cat correctly an cqml  

v Detailed description of me'~hod and results can be found in (12), 
s In all these experiments each subject had 15 ccsponse~ rewarded anti 15 

punished, 
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in excess of the punished ones (+),  and vice vers~. (--). 

nt:mber of rewarded and punished responses (f'), those who have one cor- 
Iect r~warded respor~se in e x c e s s  o:1! the punished ones (q- l ) ,  etc. We 
notice that there are 54 subjects who have an excess of one correct response 
among the punished responses (see the "-1 group" on Fig. 3), while 55 have 
an equal number of both (see the "0 group" on Fig. 3), etc. It is interesting 
to notice ;~he large individual differences among the subjects: some of them 
have ma]~y more correct responses among the punished connections, others~ 
~m the contrary, have ma,~y more among the rewarded ones. The dif- 
ferences in excess are up to 6, 7 and even 8 items out of a total number 
cf 30 responses. 

An ob)ection eoold be made to the results of these closed4ask ex- 
periments; ~r~ f~tet it may be that by applying just one reward to a con- 
nection one obt~dn~ only a subliminal effect. Thus, the fact that in this 
ac,:idental iearrAng type of experiments rewarded responses were not better 
"star, qped in" than panished ones might find its explanation in the fact that 
reward arid punishment was applied only once to each connection. In order 
to check the adequacy of this explanation, another series of experiments 
~as been done in which, due to a special device which I will not describe 
now. it was possible to apply several times reward and punishment to the 
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same S-R connections witilOUt creating an open task. This experiment was 
carried out with six experinaental groups, totalling 444 subjects between 
15 and 22 years of  age. A reward was applied up to t~elve times to certain 
connections during twelve successive presentations, of the series; others were 
punished twelve times. Even under tl'~ese circumstances we did not find 
any significant difference between punished and rewarded connections in 
a closed-task experiment. There was even a slight excess of correct repro- 
ductions among the punished responses (42 % against 40.4 % per cent for 
the rewarded ones). Individual differences are similar to those shown in 
Fig. 3. Most of the subjects have an almost equal number of correct 
reproductions among rewarded and punished responses, while a small num- 
ber has a large majority in one or tl~e other direction. 9 It would be 
interesting to see if any personality trait is related to ihis strong favoring 
of punished against rewarded responses in closed-tasks experinaents. In 
fac:, in another type of experiments we were able to show a significant 
relationship between several personality variables and ~vhat we could call 
the sensitivity to successful and t'nsuccessful ~'esponsc,~. 

To suntmarize: No significant differences are found in the percentages 
of correct repetitions of rewarded and punished responses in closed-task 
experiments, while in open-task experiments---in accordance with the law 
of ef fec t - - the  percentage of correct reproductions is significantly higher 
for the rewarded connections. In other words, in this type of learning 
reward does not strengthen connections when the items are not integrated 
in the time perspective of a future task. The very fact that the task created 
by the instructions is not finished bv giving the response, bnt that it 
pers&ts oeyond each response and its reward, has an influence on the 
learning effect of  punishment and reward. 

I therefore conclude that task pe:'s&tence or twed pers&tence in the 
frame of a future time perspective is an es:~ential vari; ble in this type of 

learning. 

III 

It is not p~ssible in the few minutes left to expound ~he results of other 
experiments (some of them made on motor learning) slzpporting the same 
conclusion. 

I prefer ~o sketch briefly a few theoretical hypotheses which have 
developed out of this research: some of them have already been 
submitted to further experimental tests, others being still more tentative 
in nature. These hypotheses concern the relationship: 

t must add~ however, that ha experiments with younger subjects (12-14 
years of age) we constantly fc, und a sli~°ht trend to fgvor the rewarded response.~ 
also in closed-task experinaeats. This trend disappears in more mattlre subiects. 
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l) bet~veen learning and dynamic systems; 
2) between learning m~d perle.finance or action; 
3) between oeert beh~vior and cognition. 

t) Our experimental results suggesf: that learning can be conceive,d of 
~.s a process by which responses are incorporated in a persisting dynamic 
system. This persisting dynamic orientation is created in the subject by a 
behavioral task or plan, by an interest or any other cognitive elaboration 
of a need. In the framework of such a ¢ ynamic r:~fientation, reward endows 
the response to which ~¢ is apj?lied with a new meaning. In fact, the rewarded 
respol~se is recognized by the s~tbject as a valuable means for further task 
fulfillment or final need reduction. According to our hypothesis, the valu- 
able means is "picked up", so to speak, due to ~he selective attitude of the 
task-oriented organism. Thus, ~ne rewarded response is incorporated in the 
persisting dynamic sy~ltem, a~.:: thi,: incorporation or embeddedness in a 
dynamic orientation, is the process by which a behavioral response is better 
kept by the organism or better learned. The pur~ished response, on the 
contrary, is sloughed off, so to speak:, as a worthless thing: it is not in- 
tegrated into the pergiisting dynamic system and therefore not so well kept 
or learned by the organism. 

This hypothesis has been tested and has been confirmed by severed 
experiments in which the subject's attitude as created by the instructions 
was such 'chat non-rewarded and even punished responses were "useful" 
for further: task fulfillment and, therefore, "picked up" or incorporated 
in the pe:rsist~ng task: tension, In other experiments incorporation and non- 
incorporation in the dynamite system was obtained without rew~d and 
punishment by a Zeigarnik-tike technique. 

I cannot go into any details about these experiments, but the foilowi~g 
graph gives some of the results (Fig. 4). In all these cases, the responses 
which were "picked '~p" by or embedded in :abe persisting dynamic system 
were sil~[ficantly better kept by the organism, i.e. better learned and better 
reproduced afterwards, than the ones which were unrelated to furth~:r 
behavioral plans, interests or tasksA0 

In short, we conceive of learning as a process by which a behavioral 
respome, an S-R unit, is incorporated and remains embedded in a more 
or lesg persisting dynamic system. Thus, in this type of learnh~g need per- 
siste~ee and em~eddedness in a persisting need system is more important 
than J~eed red)~ction, 

GoiJag now a step furthe:, one can say that behavior develop.~ r~Ot only 
by tee fact that ce:~tain ~e:~onses get embedded in dyn;~mic systems but 

lo The cietails of the.~e :~.xperlrnentg have been exposed also in our book 
(12, p. 341-379). 
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hess (dotted line) of the S-R connections in the task tension system ot the subjects. 

also by the fact that, coF:elatively, dynamic systems or needs become 
gradually more and more embedded in behavioral response patterns. In 
other words, needs and dynamic systems it. general are canalizing them- 
selves in behavioral respenses. In fact, there are good reasons to say that 
undifferentiated needs for food, protection, self as~ertion, etc., become 
canalized into behavioraA relationships with concrete objects satisfying the 
need (Murphy, 9). This canalization process is probably nothing else but 
the automatic or nen-eognitive type of learning process by need reduction 
as such. Thus, the need for food, for instance, can be canalized in one type 
of beha~,ioral reaction pattern and the need for water in a different erie 
(Leeaer, 6). Therefore, on the psychological level of conceptualization, we 
conceive of  needs as behavioral relationships in a state of tension (cf. supra). 
In this way we easily understand that mechanisms may become dr~ves 
0,Voodworth, io. Atlp6rt, t), since the drives themselves have been 
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canalized in these mechaDisms. As a matter of fact, several drives may 
successively or simultaneously find an outlet in the same behavioral 
mechanism:~, so that the mechanism is maintained even at a time when the 
original drive no longer exists.. 

Suz.marizing the first point of our hyi,athesis: in the more cognitiveiy 
elaborated type of teara~ing behavioral patterns are learned by being in- 
corporated in motivational systems; on the other hand, the dynamic systems 
er needs themselves become canalized in behavioral relationships and are 
therefore automatically learned or kept by the organism (learning by need 
reduction). The degree of ftexi~bility of these behavioral patterf~s in which 
needs are canalized is dependent, of course, upon the degree of cognitive 
ft~ac~ioning of the organism. 

2) From the point where we are now, the central problem of the 
passage from learning ~o performance or action seems easier to solve. In 
f;act, the activation of the nee6 system in our conception entails at the same 
time the activation of the more or less flexible patterns of learned behavior 
which are embedded in that same need system. 

3) Just one last word about the relationship between cognition and 
overt behavior. The di.,;t:ance between both functions has been. exaggerated 
by those who oppose cogoition as mental content against behavior as purely 
overt reactions. Thus, it seemed impossible to fill in the gap between both. 

due  should not forge.t, however, the ways in which the practical cognitio~a 
of our t, ehavioral world develops. Cognizing the objects of our behavioral 
world, for instance, a telephone or a typewriter, is not to be separated 
from behavioral inter~ctions. The concept or cognitive content of "tele.- 
phone" is nothing e!se but a specific pattern of virtual behavioral inter- 
actions with s6,rae parts of our social environment. As to the origin of these 
concept~ or cognitive contenls, we see that a child progressively participates 
in all kinds of interactions with the different parts of his behavioral space. 
qrhis participation goe.~ on even when a child does not actually take part in 
overt behavior but only perceives what others are doing. The child's per- 
cep~.ion itself is a kind of co-acting with the beha;ing person he perceives~ 

I suggest therefore, that the cognition of objects be conceived as formation 

of a "deposit", a "precipitat,.~. ' '  or a "crista~ization" of the beha¥ioral inter- 
actions in which_ one has participated in one or the other way. This cognitive 
e-~i~tent could even be conceptualized in terms of a flexible pattern of 

neural pathways in the same way as we used to conceptualize learning in 
terms of neural connections. Learned behavior and the so-called mentzal 

content or  cognition are therefore not so different flora each other as naive 

be!~aviorism seems to claim. The problem to k~ow how cognition is able 
to influence behavior is Fractically the same a~s to know how le~rned 
behavior influences ~]ew responses to new situations. 
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As a conclusion: Future t~me perspective as manifested in an open task 

plays a role in human learning, In fact, behaworal S-R patterns which are 

incorporated in future oriented dynamic systems are better learned. It is 
suggested that also in other types of learning, which can be conceived of 

as canalisations of needs, behavioral responses are better kept by the 
organism by the very fact of their embeddedness in these dynamic systems 
Thus the learning princess is essentially ,t process oy which behavioral 

r,zsponses become intcgraied and embedded in the dynamic systems of the 

individual. Thi~'~ intim,~te interpenetration of learned behavior and dynamic 

orientations allows us to bridge the gap between learning and performance. 

The arousal of the motivation or need entails tl-~ activation of more or 
less flexible bzhavioral patterns embedded in d~,~t same dynamic system. 

Finally, also ~:he cognitive aspects of behavior are intimately related to 

motivation and learning; on the one hand, cognitive functions are able to 

transform needs into future-oriented plans and tasks; on the o ther  the 

cognitive content itself is a deposit of previous behavior. 

SUMMARY 

The future time perspective is described first ia its relationship to learning 
and to motivation. The cognitive elaboration of human needs in plans, projects. 
and tasks is emphasized, and it is shown that the future time perspective in 
men is to be studied with regard to these plans, aspirations, and tasters. 

The results of two research programs are summarized: 1) The depth of time 
perspective in which the motivational objects of different categories of subjects 
are located is investigated in a cross-cult,tral study. 2) In a series of experiments 
on learning the influence of a future time perspective with regard t,> the re- 
sponse given is investigated in "open" and "closed'" task~. On the basi,,, of these 
results some hypotheses on learning and behavior with regard to motivation~,l and 
cognitive processes are proposed. Learning is conceived of as a process by which 
behavioral responses are incorporated or embedded in the dynamic systems of the 
individual. The arousal of the dynamic system activates at the same time the 
behaviora! pattern embedded in it, and in this way the gap between learning and 
action or performance can be bridged. As to the influence of cognition on behavior 
it is emphasized that cognitive content is a kind of "precipitate" or cristalization 
of earlier behavioral contacts and that its influence on ac:ual behavior is, there-. 
fore, no separate problem. 
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